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tion seems probable, because the space of the inscription is larger than that of the relief and
is engraved in a belter position, and furthermore the relief seems to be inserted later between
the above inscription and a lower, narrow slanting passage (Fig.l). According to von Gall's
view, therefore, the two lions of this relief are represented as two different lions.
However, the two lions represented on the so-called Sasanian silver plates have been regarded
instead as representing one lion, in its living and dead states. Therefore, Trumpelmann regarded
the pair of lions at Sar Mashad as one lion represented at two different times. Others have
since agreed with this interpretation [Harper 1981; Shepherd 1989]. This traditional view of
a pair of lions or of other prey in the so-called Sasanian silver plates is, to some extent,
reasonable if we refer to some royal lion-hunts of the Parthian period. For example, one of the
scenes of the rock-cut sculptures at Tang-i Sarvak [Henning 1952, Pl.xiv; 1977, PI.XX; Vanden
Berghc/SchippmanrL 1985, p.79, P1.45] shows a lion-hunt of an Elymaidan king in which only
one lion is represented. The same is true in the case of a Parthian or Early Sasanian rock-
engraving at Kal-i Djangal [Henning 1953, Pl.V; 1977, Pl.XXVII; Gignoux 1983, p.108, note 30;
Vanden Berghe 1987, p.249]. This tradition goes back to the killing of the lion-monster by the
royal hero of the Achaemenid period (ex. Persepolis). All these royal lion-hunts seem to be
symbolical or allegorical renderings and do not represent at all any actual hunting by the king.
Therefore, the representation of a pair of lions might probably be a more elaborate Sasanian
version of one lion as found in Parthian and Achaemenid iconography. If this surmise is correct,
a pair of lions, as depicted in Sasanian art, should be regarded as a dual representation of the
same lion.
On the contrary, it is also possible to regard a pair of lions as representing two different
lions. If we look at some royal hunts depicted on seemingly later Sasanian or early Islamic
silver plates [Harper 1981, Pis.20, 30; Lukonin/Trever 1987, Pis.35], one lion and one other animal
are represented instead of a pair of lions or of other prey animals. Therefore, there is no good
reason to suppose necessarily that a pair of lions of the Sasanian period should represent in every
instance one lion at two different times. Therefore, the proper interpretation of a pair of lions,
on this relief (Fig.2a, b) and on several so-called Sasanian silver plates, is a rather complicated
matter.
As for the interpretation of von Gall, it may be possible to suppose that the two different
lions are represented on this relief, but it is hardly convincing to identify this pair of lions
definitely with two specific religions. The religions mentioned in Kardir's inscription as the
doctrines of Ahriman (Evil), arc in fact six or seven in number: Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism,
Mandaeism, Christianity, Manichacanism and perhaps Jainism or other form of idol-worship
[Gignoux 1968, p.395; Back 1978, p.509; Mosig-Walburg 1982, pp.71, 81]. Therefore, it is very
difficult to identify either one of the two lions with any of these religions in particular. However,
the shoulder ornament does serve to distinguish one attacking lion from the other, dead lion
slain in a lying position. If we follow von Gall's interpretation, this mark should be interpreted
as a symbol of either Christianity (Nestorianism) or Manichaeanism.
A.D.H. Bivar has proposed, though in more concrete terms, a symbolical interpretation of
the figures of the two lions. According to him, these two lions are related to the political events
which threatened the Sasanian kingdom under the rule of Bahram II, being respectively the
Roman emperor Carus' invasion, and the rebellion of Kushanshah Hormizd (II). According to
him, the former is symbolized by the lying figure of the dead lion, and the latter by the attacking
one [Bivar 1975, pp.280-81; 1979, pp.324-327]. This is quite an interesting hypothesis, although
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it has not yet been corroborated by any inscriptional evidence. The long Pahlavi inscription
engraved above this relief (Fig. 1) belongs to Kardir, a high priest, and not to Bahram II [Gignoux
1968; Back 1978, pp.384ff.; Calmeyer/Gaube 1985], and consequently mentions nothing about Bahram
IFs lion-hunt and the political situation which Bivar wished to associate with this hunting scene.
Bivar seems to have identified the dead lion as Carus who is said to have died during a brief
Roman occupation of Ctesiphon in A.D.283, while the attacking lion was identified as the rebellious
Kushanshah (Sakanshah) Hormizd, because he was still alive at the time and was to be conquered
by Bahram II. The invasion and death of Carus is recorded in Historiae Augustae Scriptores,
Carus 8 [Bivar 1979, p.324; Marquart 1901, p.36; Herzfeld 1926b, pp.41-42; 1930, p.34]. The rebellion
of the Kushanshah (Sakanshah) Hormizd (II) is possibly mentioned in Panegyrici latini, 12 [petit
frater Ormies, Bivar 1979, p.324; Marquart 1901, p.36; Herzfeld 1930, p.34; Ghirshman 194G, p.168;
Brunner 1974, p.156; Carter 1985, p.225]. If Ormies is to be identified with Hormizd (II), a younger
brother of Bahram II, then his rebellion supported by Sakas, Kushans and Gilans, 'might have
taken place around the year 280 [Brunner 1974, p.156] in Eastern Iran and continued for several
years thereafter until 285 [Carter 1985, p.225].
This literary evidence, although left by Roman authors, seems to corroborate Bivar's argument
to some extent. P.O. Harper [Harper 1981, p.139] seems to approve of Bivar's suggestion, yet
Ph. Gignoux has definitely rejected his interpretation because, according to him, the lion cannot
symbolize an adversary or enemy king [Gignoux 1983, pp.108-113].
The most recent criticism of the previous interpretations concerning the identification of the
feminine image was made by P. Calmeyer. Calmeyer has challenged both identifications (Anahitah
and Shahpurdukhtak), and has instead identified the female figure as the damn- (of a king or
Kardir) [Calmeyer/Gaube 1985, pp.43-49]. This new interpretation depends upon the contents
of the Pahlavi inscription above the relief. The long inscription narrates the travel of Kardir
through the other world (the Zoroaslrian paradise or after-life) in which the daena {den) plays
an important role. Although the daena is always represented by a young girl [Widengren 1983],
Calmeyer regarded the royal lady of this relief (Fig.2a, b) as the daena. However, he did not
mention the reason why two lions should appear in paradise. If we accept the hypothesis proposed
by D. Shepherd to the effect that the royal hunt depicted in the so-called Sasanian silver plates
symbolized the hunt in paradise [Shepherd 1974, p.80j, then the lion-hunt of Bahram II means
his victory in the after-life, i.e., his rebirth or resurrection in paradise, or in the world of the
Just. It is true that there is a rock-cut grave (astodati) in the same cliff which, as Frye suggested,
was the tomb of Bahram II [Frye 1949, p.70], but which von Gall associated with that of Kardir
[von Gall 1977, p.l52J. However, the simple appearance of this small grave reveals that it did
not belong to either. Furthermore, Shepherd's interpretation is contrary to the views of T.W.
Arnold [Arnold 1924, p.9], to the effect that the hunting scene corresponds to some fundamental
interest in the Persian outlook upon life, and calls for further verification [cf. Geza de Francovich,
1964],
None of the above mentioned studies have made any mention of the shoulder ornament of
the lion in this relief. The shoulder ornament is, as has already been stated, applied only to
the upper, living and attacking lion (Fig.3.). The position of this shoulder ornament is quite
correct compared with that of an actual lion IBate 1950, PI.II], and therefore indicates that the
sculptor of this relief knew well the actual shoulder whorl of lion-cubs and could represent it
exactly. This fact was attested by the present author who visited this site and examined minutely
the two lion images in the company of Messrs. K. Suzuki and K. Yamaguchi, on the fourth of
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a king armed with a sword [Tang-i Sarvak, Kal-i Djangal, etc., above p.33\ Therefore, the
royal lion-hunt of Bahrani II (Fig.l) compromised these two iconographic traditions (of the club
and the sword), and consequently the sword was selected as more suitable weapon for the heroic
king of kings than would have been the mythical club.
Although the episode of Bahrani V (Gur, 420-438) is recorded in Islamic literature and the
killing or attacking of the two lions for coronation is attributed to Bahram V, the original episode,
as H. von Gall already has rightly suggested [von Gall 1977, p. 151], may have originated in the
lion-hunt of Bahram II, which is represented in the relief of Sar Mashad or in other similar
episodes or rituals of slightly earlier periods.
However, there may be yet another possibility, that the sculptor wanted to distinguish the
living lion from the dead one by putting this ornament on only one of the two lions. If we look
at the so-called Sasanian silver plates on which are depicted scenes of the royal hunt, a pair
of game is almost always represented. In such cases, a pair of animals is usually regarded as
the same beast; only one is living, and the other is dead. It is clear that the lion-hunt of
Bahram II (Fig.2a, b) resembles those of the royal hunt as depicted in the so-called Sasanian
silver plates such as the Sari plate (Fig.6), at least as far as the number of depicted prey animals
is concerned. Therefore, in this rock-cut relief, the shoulder ornament might have been applied
to underline the fact that the attacking lion is still alive.
However, if we look at pairs of animals as depicted on the so-called Sasanian silver plates
[Harper 1984; Lukonin/Trever 1987; Darkcvich 1978], we can say that no such distinction was
made between living and dead game. The distinction of living game from dead one is rendered
apparently in another way, in that the dead game was represented by a lying body, while the
living one was depicted by an active figure. Consequently, it. was not necessary to apply the
shoulder ornament in order to distinguish the living lion from its dead counterpart. Therefore,
even if the iconography of this relief (Fig.2a, b) were related to that of the so-called Sasanian
silver plates (Fig.6), we might surmise that the shoulder ornament was seldom applied to
distinguish the living lion from the dead lion in such a relief.
This conclusion is furlher corroborated by the depiction of two lions on the Sari plate
(Fig.6). On this plate a pair of lions is depicted with two shoulder ornaments. Therefore, the
shoulder ornament was not used solely to distinguish the living from the dead in Early Sasanian
toreutics. The reason why the two lions of this plate are decorated with two shoulder ornaments
might be on account of the fact that the application of two shoulder ornaments to the figure
of a lion was influenced by the conventions of Gandharan art. Indeed, some of the lion images
produced in Gandhara reveal the same rendering of the shoulder ornaments [Tanabe 1990].
In conclusion, I have chosen to regard the pair of lions shown in this relief as representing
two different lions. The reason why one shoulder ornament was applied on the upper lion is
nothing but a marker in order to distinguish clearly the upper lion from the lower lying one.
Consequently, Bahram II did fight with both lions and killed them both. This was one of the
royal prerequisites for a legitimate Sasanian king of kings, as is described in early Islamic literature
[Noldeke/Tabari 1879, pp.95-97; Zotenberg 1900, pp.552-53], It is quite probable that the killing
of the two lions was regarded as one of the qualifications to be gained by Sasanian princes in
order to be nominated as candidates for the throne of the king of kings.
W. Sundermann states that the priority of birth among Sasanian princes (sons and brothers
of king of kings) did not play any decisive role for acquiring the kingship, but rather a standard
behavior and superiority endowed by Xvarnah (Royal Glory) was regarded as the decisive
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be well related to the divine investiture.
In this respect, we must draw attention to the fact that no investiture scene of Bahrain II
has yet been discovered. This is quite unusual, because more than eight rock-cut reliefs in
Fars are attributed to him. However, none of them shows definitely the divine investiture by
Ahura Mazda or Anahitah, who is represented, as a rule, in the investiture scenes (Fig.7) of
Ardashir I (224-241), Shahpur I (241-272), Bahrain I (273-276), Narse (293-309) and Ardashir III
(628-630) or Khosraw II (591-628) at Taq-i Bustan. This problem has already been pointed out
by Vanden Berghe [Vanden Berghe 1959, p.24], who suggested the following three hypotheses:
1. A standing figure of Bahrain II depicted in a scene of adoration before a fire-altar
(Barm-c Dilak) might be considered as his investiture scene (Fig.8).
2. A standing figure of Bahrain II (Guyum), although unfinished, might be intended as his
investiture scene (Fig.9).
3. An investiture scene of Bahrain II had not yet been discovered.
In my opinion, his first and second hypotheses are hardly tenable and only the third one
remains to be verified by future discoveries. In what follows, I should like to append my
hypothesis to the three hypotheses of Vanden Berghe. As is suggested above, the killing of
the two male lions by Bahrain V (Gur) is apparently related to the coronation ritual of the
Sasanian period, as recorded by Tabari and Tha 'alibi. Therefore, if the living and dead lions
depicted at Sar Mashad are not the same lion but rather represent two different male lions, the
scene of the lion hunt by Bahram II was most likely meant to symbolize the ritualistic lion-killing
of the coronation or enthronement ceremony (a rite of passage). This is not the same as the divine
investiture sanctioned by Ahura Mazda or Anahitah, but a preceding prerequisite for the heir
apparent or a candidate for legitimate kingship. After having performed this rite before the mobaddn
mobad (a high priest such as Kardir) and nobles, the Sasanian king of kings was regarded
officially as being qualified for the first time to receive the ultimate divine investiture by Ahura
Mazda or Anahitah.
Therefore, the lion-hunt of Bahram II at Sar Mashad demonstrates the first stage through
which Bahram II was made to pass prior to his final endowment of kingship by the Zoroastrian
god. Therefore, Bahrain II may have had sculpted a scene of his divine investiture in an unknown
place or he might not have, simply because it is not always necessary to do so. That is to
say, his lion-hunt at Sar Mashad had equivalent value and merit as a scene of divine investiture,
or may even itself has been regarded as a scene of his divne investiture.
Lastly, I should ilke to mention the reason why two lions must be killed by Sasanian kings
for coronation. According to the Islamic literature mentioned above, the Sasanian regalia (the
crown, robe and armour) were put between the two lions. In depictions of the throne with
lion-protomes (sinhasana), the king sits between two lions. This kind of lion-throne is depicted
in the relief of Bahram II enthroned at Naqsh-i Bahram (Fig. 10). Although the legs of Bahram
H's throne in this relief has suffered damage and the lion-legs are not clear, according to a
comparative study of this throne with the throne-altar as depicted on the reverse of Ardashir
I's coins, the legs of Bshram H's throne (Naqsh-i Bahram) are those of lions [Harper 1981, p.103,
Figs.3, 26; Pfeiler 1973]. Therefore, the idea of putting regalia (a correlative of the king of kings)
between the two lions is intimately associated with (he image of the lion-throne. Subsequently,
there followed the rite of passage of killing the two lions.
The reason why two lions are depicted on the Sari plate (Fig.6) might be related also to
this rite of passage. The prince shown on this plate insisted that he was well qualified for the
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